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by Hal Lehman
Tactfully ignoring the weather, Judson Laire, guest star
of the Little Theatre production, Gideon, says that he is
enjoying this week's sojourn
in Wooster very much.
"Mr. Kepke is a fine director
and John Weckesser a very talented young man," he says.
The play itself has been difficult
for Mr. Laire to memorize because
l,
Paddy Chayefsky's lines are
half-Biblica-

half-contempora- ry

.

expres-sion-

Mr. Laire regards Gideon as a
play about man's faith in God, his
difficulty in loving an eternal God,
and the necessity for each person
to find God in his own way.
Gideon's cast is large and the
cramped facilities of Taylor Hall
prompted the former TV star ot
praise the plans for Wooster's new
speech and theatre building. He
has made at least one local appearance on behalf of the proposed structure.
"Adequate facilities are necessary because for its survival,
theater must be an integral part
of communities and colleges all
across the nation. Not only are
these groups able to keep alive the
great traditional plays, they also
provide excellent training," he
says.

Holden
Goes
)

Broadway

Mr. Laire's

own

experiences business, Mr. Laire was asked to
Now comment on certain topics of cur61, he grew up in Pleasantville, rent interest in the theater.
N.Y.
"METHOD ACTING"
Any
The theater bug got him as early study of acting is beneficial, but
as the sixth grade where acting
proved a good cure for shyness.
After high school plays and amateur theatricals in and around
Pleasantville, Mr. Laire became
lllllilllll)
one of the Beechwood Players at
Scarborough-on-the-HudsoThis
group of talented amateurs put on
six plays a year, often with visiting
f
professionals from New York.
Only after 10 years with this
troupe, in 1934, at the age of 32,
did Judson Laire turn professional,
then only at the prodding of a
Commonweal critic.

bear out these statements.
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TV ROLES
Predictably these
turned out to be "Papa" in the TV
classic "I Remember Mama," and
the role of the President in "Ad-vis- e
and Consent" on Broadway.
FAVORITE THEATRICAL and
TELEVISION
Early TV act-in- g
was live, the medium was exciting, and many got their start
here. The almost complete use of
video tape today has removed this
feeling of immediacy and instead
of being a showcase for new
talent, TV is becoming quite dependent on the "star" system.

The first big engagement came
the following spring in 1935, a
role in the road production of Sam
Behrman's "Rain from Heaven."
Broadway was the next goal,
achieved in 1936 with "First Lady"
which also toured the country to
the Pacific Coast and back.
From his beginning

in show

Judson Loire, Mr. Kepke and
John Weckesser look over the prompt book, preparing for the
weekend performances of 'Gideon.'
LAST MINUTE

CHECK-U- P
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THE NEWSPAPER STRIKE
THEATER BUSINESS
Playgoing has not been seriously
hampered. Ingenious advertising,
in the weekly trade paper, Variety,
on television, and massive use of
posters have kept theater information before the public Even the
critics have taken to the tube for
public information on the late
AND

. . .

'

news.
BROADWAY VS.

THE "BIG SEVEN", THE N. Y.
CRITICS
The New York Times
is the most influential of the reviewers. These seven critics wield
tremendous economic power over
an opening show. Although bad reviews do not always mean financial
failure, good notices never guarantee success at the box office. "All
the Way Home" received rave notices but existed just long enough
to collect a Pulitzer Prize before
folding. The people just weren't
interested.

v' f J)

Big Break Through

enjoyable, "If one left his political
prejudices at the door."
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Reminiscing on that summer's
tryouts, he remembers doing
"Julie" "Nude on Washington
Square," the latter with Shirley
Booth whom he regards as one of
our finest actresses.

an actor needs long actual experience to be able to sustain a role
over more than a few performances.

OFF-BROAD-WA-

Y

A criticism of the critics they
regard a play as literature of the
theatre and if a critic dislikes the
content of a play he may focus on

PRODUCTIONS
Broadway productions are carefully
calculated money-makerThe
commercialization means the neglect of much of the theater of
Shaw, O'Neill, and other great
names, in favor of musical comedies, proven money makers.
productions are almost
the opposite in direction;
and
these avant-gard- e
plays are often
not economically viable. The main
value of
for an unknown actor lies in the showcasing
of his performance; for the successful actor, in the sheer love of
doing a work not otherwise performed.

this while ignoring excellent acting, directing, or staging. ITie New
York Times reviewer, for instance,
candidly admitted the play "Advise and Consent" was thoroughly

ACTING
"The most exciting
moment in all theater was when I
discovered I could never know
enough about it, that there would
always be something to learn."
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Off-Broadw- ay

off-Broadw-
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"Your Fair Lady"
8:00-11:Tonight
30
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K(233
Dean Bricker has released the
Dean's List for the first semester.
One hundred eleven students
made the High Honor Roll with
a grade point average of 3.5 or
higher.
Forty-thre- e
seniors, 30 juniors,
19 sophomores and 19 freshmen
comprised the total.
The list is in two sections, those
whose point average was between
3.0 and 3.49 and those between
3.5 and 4.0.
The 3.0 - 3.49 honor roll appears on page three. The follow,
ing students are on the High
Honor Roll, 3.5-4.0:

On

Social Clubs Elect Officers;
Choose

'63

lufler-Clu-

Council

b
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Recent women's clubs elections representative; Carol Magill,
have placed junior Nancy Cunningham at the head of both the
Elected by the Peanuts were
Interclub Council and Sphinx so- M a d y Miller,
cial club.
Kathy Jamison, secretary; Vicki
WorkOther club presidents are Rosa- Siegel, treasurer; Nancy
Sue
Zimmerman,
lind Rinehart, EKO's; Ann Zim- man, historian;
ICC
hellmaster;
Carol
Hinman,
merman, Imps; Jean Bowman,
representative.
KEZ; Karen Schell, Peanuts; Shir-

hell-maste- r.

vice-presiden-

vice-presiden-

t;

t;

t;

vice-presiden-

Mil-anovic-

t;

h,

Ob erhn Ch oir
Visits Campus,

Gives Concert

vice-preside-

vice-presiden-

SOPHOMORES:
Marilyn Amstutz, Judith Barry, Barbara Bate, Phyllis Boswell, Elizabeth
Crabtree, Evelyn Drysdale, Tom
Nancy Ezzard, Ruth Farr,
Carol Frahme, Mary Grove, Betty
Diana Moseson, Mary Pritchard,
Pamela Steineck,
Lillian Richeson,
Laurence Stoll, Cheryl Towne, Thomas
Welty.
Espen-shad-

Hoi-liste-

e,

r,

FRESHMEN:
Dorothy Ellen Allen, Richard D. Ash,
Jr., Elizabeth Aukerman, Frank Coleman Belz, Martha Bergstresser, John
Eugene Brimm, Darwin D. Clupper,
Thomas Robert Dyke, Steven E. Girton,
R. Jane Hess, Frances Beth Kerr, Paul
Richard Key, Gale E. MacArthur, Edward M. McCreight, Peggy Ann Medina,
Kent Allan Reed, Margaret H. Rugg,
Thomas R. Stewart, Robert John Tiews.

g..

re-ent-

vice-presiden-

r,

Seiite:To-V6te

Is the Student Senate being hasty in considering
into NSA? See an editorial "Should Wooster Rejoin?" on
page two.
Student Senate will vote Monday whether or not Wooster should rejoin the National Student Association.
NSA, from which Wooster withdrew three years ago,
is an organization of student governments of 400 colleges

Robert Fountain
ley Wright, Pyramids; and Judy
Pyramids chose Cynthia Coon,
SENIORS:
Diana Moseson,
Robert Allen, Richard Bell, Jean Nowlin, Trumps.
Brand, Joan Brink, Philip Brown, Joan
Ann
Barr, treasurer;
secretary;
EKO's elected Ann Suter,
David Cleverdon, Anjia
Caplinger,
Nancy Hunt, ICC representative.
Douwsma, Matthew Erdelyi, William
Kathy Ranck, secretary;
Hatt, Karen Hiner, Dale Hoak,
On the Sphinx slate are Dottie
Sue Urich, treasurer; Libby RoJoan Isaly, Judy Johnson, Katherine man, ICC representative.
Morley,
Joan
Krohn, Menahem Less, Meredith Lynch,
Larsqn,
Sue
secretary;
Susan McDougald, James McGavran,
Ruth
New
officers
Imps
veep,
are
historJudy
Koestner,
treasurer;
Sally Mather,
Allison MacDougall,
Debbie
McElhinney;
Joseph
secretary,
F.
Miller,
Carol Mergler, Marilyn
ian; Vicky Fisher, hellmaster.
Mortenson,
Evans; treasurer, Sally Wbodring;
Trumps officers are
Jean Muir, Charles Osicka, Carol ICC representative, Edith AnderThe Oberlin College Choir will
Osterhout, Nancy Palmer, Diana Pea- son.
Carolyn Hulst; secretary,
cock, Martha Lynn Peter, Mary PeterLinda Piper; treasurer, Marcy give a concert Sunday at 8:15 p.m.
son, Mary Ann Pittinger, Richard
Stafford
chose
KEZ
as
Frankie
Kerr; historian, Karen Depew; in the Chapel .
Prince, Thomas Reinsma, Don Schmidt,
Amy Mears, secre. ICC representative, Nancy Organ;
Rita Mae Shontz,
Their performance will include
Barb
Hill,
treasurer; Nancy and hellmasters Karen Kosis and
Michael
Stevens,
tary;
Alan Sorem, Carolyn
works by Johann Sebastian Bach,
Tierney, John Whinrey, James Wilson, Bourns, historian; Sue Adams, ICC Kay Drabenstott.
Nancy Winfield, Georgia Weetman.
B.
JUNIORS:
Suzanne Albrecht, Robert Beckman,
Nancy Braund, Gordon Bundy, Mary
Fred Coyle, Bruce Fielitz,
Coffman,
Harley,
John Holt, Joan Klei-beCharles
Joseph Landis, Catherine Long,
James McFarland, Paul Menzel,
David Newby, William North, Linda
Piper, Joyce Riebe, Rosalind Rinehart,
Karen Schell, Ada Shumaker, Bonnie
Slagle, Carol Stromberg, Janice Terry,
Barbara Watts, Bruce Wenger, Linda
White, Russell Yamazaki, Martha Zimmerman.

.Eta-enterin-
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Jewelry, National Dinners
Available At SCA Auction
The Student Christian Association will sponsor an auction on
Friday, March 15, at 7:30 in
Severance Gymnasium.
Items to be sold to the highest
bidder range from heirloom
dinners.
jewelry to faculty-cooke- d
A feature of the auction will be
the Indian and Persian jewelry
which was donated by Mrs. Wilson
Compton. The jewery belonged to
Mary Compton Rice who husband
proinitiated the Wooster-in-Indi- a
gram. These heirlooms will be on
display in the Andrews Library
prior to the auction.
Included in the items to be
auctioned are dinners: a Siamese
dinner for six, a Hindustandi dinner for eight to ten, an outdoors
for eight, a chicken dinner for four and a German dinner
for six.
Bar-B-qu-

e

Sweelinck, Thomas L. de
J.
Victoria, Johannes Brahms, Hugo
Distler and P. Tschesnokoff. Mozart's Missa Brevis will also be
sung, as well as several spirituals.

and universities across the country.
"It is not a super student gov
ernment," according to Senate
President Dave Mortensen, "but
tries to assist schools through information programs, foreign students' programs and by trying to
represent the collective views of
college students on matters such as
education bills."
Wooster's renewed interest in
NSA stems from a visit to the
campus last weekend by Steve
Brockbank, a NSA official.
Brockbank spoke to various student leaders, seeking to convince
them of the advantages of NSA.
In response to criticism about
the regional organization of NSA,
Brockbank proposed a direct channel of communication from the
board to the campus.
If Wooster does rejoin NSA, it
will be on a trial basis for the
next year and a half. Cost of
membership would be $70. Annual
dues are $55.
Mortensen has recommended to
the Senate, on the basis of his
talks with Brockbank, that Wooster
rejoin NSA.
"I see in the Association an access to the experiences of other
schools in dealing with problems
na-tion- al

Robert Fountain, professor of
To the highest bidding section, singing and director of choral orthe waitresses of Lower Holden ganizations at Oberlin College,
dining hall will serve breakfast
the choir.
one morning in the Kenarden
This concert is one of several
Recreation Room. The Sphinx social club has offered to clean one warm-u- p
concerts before the choir
of the sections in Kenarden.
begins its spring concert tour to
Jeanne Bolds, Ellen Corely and New York, Delaware, PennsylDick Robertson are responsible for vania, New Jersey and Massachu
Paul Menzel and Anne Grigsby
organizing the auction. The prowill
head the new Voice staff as
setts between March 29 and April
ceeds will be used for Crossroads
Editor-in-Chieand Managing Edif
Africa and Theological lecturers. 8. In New York City the choir will tor respectively.
make its sixth appearance in Town
Most of the items up for bidThe new staff will take office
ding were donated by the faculty, Hall.
after spring vacation and be readministration, Wooster merchants
The Oberlin Concert Choir is sponsible for publication of four
and the congregations of the First
composed of 64 musicians from papers this year.
Presbyterian and Westminster
Menzel," a junior, has been a
both the College of Arts and
Churches.
staff
writer this year. He is a memSciences and the Conservatory of
Lists of the items to be auctioned
ber of Congressional Club and was
will be distributed so that the cor- Music at Oberlin. It was founded chairman of Counter-ChallengHe
ridors, sections, and clubs may in 1929 by Olaf C. Christiansen will replace present editor Phil
pool and bid jointly.
as the Oberlin A Capella Choir. Brown.
di-dec-

,

ts

ry
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similar to ours, he said. Uur deferences with the organization lie
not so much in the national set-u-p
as in the brand of 'prose' received
from regional officers."
He emphasized that if Wooster
rejoints NSA, the key position
would be that of a student NSA
coordinator. Such a person would
come from the Wooster student
body.

Publication Board
Backs Magazine
Publications Board representing
the Voice, Index and Thistle has
agreed to cover up to $150 of
potential losses incurred in publication of the Great Lakes College
Association Literary magazine.
The motion, however, was subject to certain conditions: that
Wooster must receive a consignment of the magazines; that at
least eight other of the twelve
GLCA schools also agree to cover
$150 of potential losses; and that
the magazine be representative of
literary abilities in all schools.
The idea for a twelve-colleg- e
literary magazine was approved at
a meeting of GLCA student leaders
held here last fall.

Menzel, Grigsby Take Over 'Voice' Staff

.

.

e.

Anne was assistant News Editor
last year and News Editor this
year. She replaces Frances Hopkins as Managing Editor.
The new staff will include Judy
Black as News Editor and Mike
Stott as Sports Editor. Other positions will be announced later.
Menzel also plans an Editorial
Board which will be responsible
for determining editorial policy.
Present members include Menzel,
Anne Grigsby, Judy Black, Jim
Pope and Dave Mortensen.
I
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Teacher Tells Status Of English
Language In Philippine Islands

Should Wooster Reioinl
As renorterl on nafrft- nnf , Wnnster
reioin- - is rnnsirWine'
j
O
I
l
ing the National Student Association. The final decision will
oe made at the student senate meeting Monday.
In light of Wooster's recent withdrawal from NSA, such
action seems hasty. It is doubtful that more than a few students know even what the initials NSA stand for, let alone
what membership would mean to Wooster.
D-

Editor's Note: Mrs. W. L Elan
chard f W ooster graduate and trus
tee, tells about her experiences in
the Philippines in this second in a
series
of stories by wooster gradu
If such is the case, Senate representatives can hardly
ates now in the Peace Corns.
claim to be representing their constituents. Rather, they are
Mrs. Blanchard points out that
going upon the iavorable impression which an ioA represen- - the people who live in the Philip
tative made upon a lew student leaders last weekend.
pines are called tilipmos and
We suggest that before Wooster decides to rejoin, the peak Filipino.
student body should be made aware of what NSA is. As a
There's no thatch in my hair
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matter of fact, it would seem that such a decision should be (white), I wear shoes (high
put to a vote of the entire campus and only after a thorough heeled), I don't speak Pili
discussion ol the pros and cons ot JNbA.
pino like a Filipino or even
well-publicis-

ed

guage in order to assist in a re
medial English program in institu
said, emphasizing that he is available to help frustrated tions of higher education. However, no such program was set up
students. "The same is true of Dean Frey," he said.
so we are scattered in 14 national
Dean Young noted that he had, in recent years, encour- Universities and Normal Schools
aged students with complaints to take them directly to the doing some kind of work related to
person in charge, e.g. Mr. Palmer, Miss Graber, Miss Peters, Lnghsh.

"I am Dean of Men and not Dean against Men," Racky

but that he feels this has not worked well. For this reason,
he has decided to encourage students to bring their problems
to him.

This idea is to be applauded. Hopefully, many of the
gripes, questions and problems which students presently
waste innumerable hours trying to solve themselves can be
dealt with through Deans Young and Frey.
While, as Dean Young admits, the proposed solution
to a problem may not always be adopted, the feeling that
students are being given the
"
when they try to
find the answer to a problem should be reduced.
Further, this should help to reduce some of the administrative busy-worwhich presently falls in the lap of Dean
Bricker or President Lowry.
"run-around-

k

LINGUISTICS

DRILL

Mrs. Blanchard works with Filipino stu-

"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these
my brethren, ye have done it unto me." This is the theme
of the "One Great Hour of Sharing" project of the Protestant
Church.

There are few, if any, projects as worthwhile and as rewarding as the "One Great Hour of Sharing." Here are some
examples of what gifts will do:
$1 will send 300 pounds of surplus food overseas;
$5 will give a slice of bread and a cup of milk daily
to 350 refugee children for 10 weeks;
$10 will give bread to 9,000 needy persons;
$25 will send
tablets to 225 children for
one month;
$50 will put bowls of surplus cereal in the hands of more
than 150,000 children;
$100 will purchase a sewing machine or a knitting
machine;
$200 will set up a man in business as a carpenter, locksmith or tradesman;
$500 will provide work scholarships for five students in
Hong Kong for one semester.
Contributions should be made through your church.
They will be received at Westminster Church on March 24.
The ability to give is one of the greatest privileges of
being an American.
1
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Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
the Associated Collegiate Press, Intercollegiate Press and the
M1n!i)er
College Newspaper Association. Entered as second class matter in the
Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
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PHILIP BROWN,

Editor-in-Chi-
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FRANCES HOPKINS, Managing Editor
ANNE GRIGSBY, News Editor
JANICE TERRY, First Page Editor
JANET FREEMAN,
Second Page Editor
JIM McGAVRAN, Feature Editor

MIKE STOTT, Sports Editor
JOHN ATEN, Business Manager
TERRY REDDICK,
Advertising Manager
LIBBY CRABTREE,
EMILY UMBARGER,
Circulation Editor
Proofreading Editor
JON HARPER, Photographer
Assistant Editors: ANNE SCOTT, ALEXANDRA KEITH,
JUDY BLACK, DAVE HAMILTON
Staff: Jim Alexander, Dave Allen, Barb Austin, Bobbie Bentz, Barbara Boyce,
Barbara Brondyke, Catherine Browder, Mamie Bryan, Dunge Gcconetti,
Betsy Clark, Jean Combellack, Elizabeth Crowell, Ted Dyer, Tom Dyke,
tTdi? P2l8k Nanc? Grecn Carolyn Hay, Betty Heilman,
VSfiJf0
Sarah Huddleston, Lynn Jaffray, Janet Jones,
Kay,Ho".
.Hj?.
S!n
Virginia Keim, Alex Keith, Marcella Kerr, Paul McKnight, Mary Martin,
Helen Manrill, Paul Menzel, Carol Mergler, Ken Morris, Diana Moseson,
Malcolm MacQuillan, Alice Olson, Jim Pope, Mary Prittie, Kathy Ranck,
Geri Rahrer, Joyce Reibe, Rosalind Rinehart, Margaret Sampson, Bill
Shear, Tom Stewart, Jim Toedtman, Martha Webb, Linda Zaleski.
Circulation Staff: Courtney Irwin, Lynn Jaffray, Jan Jones, Judy McBurney,
Alice Olson, Andy Reber, Pam Patterson.

Vice-Preside-

nt

vice-presiden-

ts,

1924.

dents in a modern language lab.
ing, repeating, drilling, convers
ing.
Most of the Thais are Freshmen
whose study of English in their
own school has not prepared them
to do college work in that lan-

Lenin's name appears on the ballot every year as a tribute.

ject with the Audio-VisuDepartment, consultant to the High
School paper, helping to coach
H. S. plays which gives an opportunity to work on English
where there is real motivation for
improvement.
al

guage, in fact, they can hardly
compose a correct sentence. We
In an emergency, I am editing
I am delighted to be assigned liven up the deadly dull drills with the Education Quarterly of the Colto the Graduate College of Educa games and unexpected Questions lege. This has given me an option at the University of the Philip and answers.
portunity to assess the state of
English
in the Philippines. It is not
near
Manila where I am
pines
The most fun was the dav I told
called an "Assistant in Teaching those
a happy picture, as Filipino eduBuddhists the Christmas story
and Research wo Pay." I am do
of "The Little Engine That Could." cators well know. There seems to
be little chance of improvement
ing remedial English all right, but (1 wonder how many Wooster
stu
with students from Thailand, Viet- dents
as long as children receive instrucwere raised on that.) Thev
tion in three languages in the first
nam, Cambodia and Indonesia
were the engines, saying, "Choo- three grades; the local dialect,
not Filipinos. In a very fine Lan"Chug-chug- "
choo
(not
guage Laboratory eauiDped bv
Tagolog
and English. Spanish is
(not shuck-shuckBy the
U.S. AID with individual booths
added in High School and 24 hours
time we went rolling down the
is required for graduation from a
and tape recorders, we work about other
side of the hill they were in
hve hours a day with the hear
the swing, flapping their tongues University. English is still the
say" method of Linguistics; listen- language of the press, commerce,
over,
Utoudacudatoudacudatoud- literature, higher education and
acud."
government, but the strong surge
SCOuTing Around
More advanced are eraduate of nationalism carries with it an
students in Public Administration increasing emphasis on Pilipino
and UNESCO scholars. We prac- (Tagolog) as the official language.
tice diabolical English tenses and As one newspaper columnist put it,
prepositions while discussing Viet "English is here to deteriorate!"
ID
namese art, proceedings of the UN
And the Peace Corps is here,
security Louncil, our interpreta- 600 of us to help slow down the
by Alexandra Keith
tions of freedom and idioms in deterioration. Actually, there
is
Unbeknownst to many Woos- - American movies.
a more important reason to be
:enans, other colleges exist out
My other jobs include a pro and make friends.
in the Big Wide World. These
have students like us and often
gripes like ours too.
--

shoo-shoo-

),

).

Otterbein Suggests

Hour Of Sharing

Senate
B. I.
North, section
representatives of Edrls' club and aD- proximately 7.481 other teoDie
e
have declared
war on,
you guessed it, Wooster's social
problem.
Typical of the Madison Avenue
"Let's form a committee"
approach of this army is their reluctance to call it a "social problem," preferring "rigid dating."
and other euphemisms.
Why not "Why Johnny Doesn't
Date" or "Why Don't You Scratch
My Back in the Library?"

Among those elected in last
weekend's no contest elections in
he Soviet Union was a chaD
named Vladimir Ilvch Lenin. It is
unlikely that he will cast many
votes, however, since he died in

like an American. While I thus
shatter the
Peace
Lorps image, I am engaged m an
unexpected and exciting form of
international education.

Deans Youne and Frev have both said recently that thev
At the request of the Philippine
want students to feel free to bring complaints
and, if government, our group was trained
to teach hnghsh as a second lanpossible, their own proposed solutions to them.

by The Editor

full-scal-

,

Deans Offer Help

Editor's Notebook

Card Solution

SCA received an interesting bill
from the Treasurer's Office this
week. For $287.01, the itemized
account covers SCA expenses as
far back as a $ .10 telephone bill
incurred in October, 1959.
SCA President Dave Cleverdon
was, to say the least, shocked
since only a very few of the expenses covered the period since he
became SCA President and since
he had no knowledge of the previous debts.

A striking reminder of the past
in brand-neAndrews Library is
w

the grandfather clock which now
stands in the lobby area.
lhe clock, which stood for over
50 years in the southwest corner
of the old lib, was a gift from the
class ot mo.

A new type organization Die- keted in front of the White House
this week, protesting that to allow

animals to go unclothed is

ob-

scene.

They advocate clothes for every
thing from that naked dog of yours
to the equally nude farm horse.

All's Fair As Forum Debates Love, War, Money

For instance the Otterbein Tan
COLLEGE IS LIMBO
and Cardinal reports an ID card
problem similar to Wooster's. One To the Editor:
student magnanimously4 offered
Our college newspaper, What
this suggestion for educating the a bore.
balky students:
I am told it is a good mirror
"Each student should be re of our campus poverty of in- quired to wear bangs and the meal erest, poverty of intellect, poverty
ticket numbers could then be of awareness, poverty of concern.
tatooed on his forehead. When he 1 hope this is not true.
(came into the dining hall") he
I do not deny the problems of
would simply lift his bangs and our campus life,
nor the necessity
be recorded on the IBM eauiD- - of their resolution. In fact. I per
ment. Through the use of such a haps more than many would hope
system the students would not only tor an open and fruitful
n
be stopped in their vicious efforts
dialogue on what
to secure free meals; but it is our community
is, is becoming
obvious that no student could pos- and could be .
sibly loan his (ID card) to anyone else. Hence two birds are
killed with one stone."
BOMB SCARE
Some college students, however,
Several hundred students
have deeper concerns. Ohio
y
had to be evacuated from
has designated several Andrews
Library yesterday
campus locations for makeshift when an
anonymous caller
bomb shelters, recognizing the unwarned that a bomb was
fortunate fact that Athens, Ohio is hidden in
the building.
a primary target area! If only
The caller told the college
the Russians knew.
operator at 2 p.m. that a
Even out in the sunny Los Anbomb would go off in the
geles campus of UCLA, they have library at 2:15 and soon after,
troubles. Junior high school stuCity Police received a similar
dents have found a favorite weekwarning.
end retreat in the UCLA Student
The college operator conUnion. They like it because "It's
tacted Dean Ypung who called
closer than Disneyland and a the library
while Assistant
whole lot cheaper." Thirteen year-ol- d Dean
of Men Howard King
Don Juans whistle at the coeds ran
to the building.
and bubble-heade- d
nymphets hang
Police reached the building
out in the library hoping to catch
first
and immediately ordered
the status symbol, a college man.
it evacuated. A thorough
At Albion college a new wosearch produced no bomb.
men's dormitory has no signing
The building was kept
out and no hours for juniors and empty for about 45 minutes.
seniors with a 2.5 average , or
City Police, alert to the fact
better, a record of "good citizenthat Wooster banks all close
ship" and their parents' approval. at 2:30, also checked
each
Meanwhile, back in the staid and bank to make sure the bomb
studious East, the MIT Tech notes call was not a decoy for a
bank robbery.
that 61 percent of all undergraduThe caller was not Identified
ate grades were A or B in the
second term of last year. Thus, the except as a male voice.
grind goes on.
.
1

student-administratio-

Uni-versit-

'

Yet for us is college a limbo
of detachment? Of lack of concern
with or interest in a writhing
world? Is this merely a time of
uncritical massing of knowledge?
Or do we, must we, begin now
to establish criteria, to lend our
minds in the search for answers
to the insoluable problems of our
time?
We are a community, living together now toward the mutual
of each other. What are
you thinking? What are you feeling? Are you as afraid as I of
the possibility of nuclear war? Do
you think, ever, of the possibility
of peace, not just absence of overt
war, in our times, for our children? You believers. What has
your God had to say to you now?
And you who don't believe. What
answers have you ?
What are we, the "college-educated,- "
going to do? The opportunity and responsibility to shape
this world and its ideas is soon
to be ours, is it not? Who will
prevent another extended newspaper strike if it is not us?
Soon we will each have a single
vote, and in not too many years,
quite possibly a very significant
voice. What will you say.
I sent a friend my diary once.
He answered, "Who are we to be
concerned with the luxuries of sex
and freedom where
s
of
the world is hungry?"
Kathy McElroy
up-buildi-

ng

two-third-

SMOOCHING

IN THE MEZ

To the Editor:
When I was a little boy Mother
informed me that it wasn't nice
to eat in front of others unless I
shared with them.
My mother was certainly wise:
she saw nothing wrong with eating except when it might arouse
others' hunger at a time when it
couldn't be fulfilled. I would like
to pass on mother's advice to the

numerous young lovers of Woos
ter.
.
Please understand that I find
nothing wrong with a little loving;
on the contrary, when I see a pair
of people smooching in the lib
my heart is stirred and my
thoughts rather abruptly turn to
wooing.
But there is no lover in my life
(all my time is spent with German) so unless you lovers are
willing to share, please find a
more private lair than the mez
of Andrews' Lib.
A Male Student

OPERATORS GET LESS CENTS

To the Editor:
The issue of Feb. 22 informs its
readers that "some student employees are paid $1.10 to sit in
the library or language laboratory
as they work."
Being as brief and as accurate
as possible, I simply state that
language operators do not receive
$1.10 an hour (the dream of any
lab operator!) for doing nothing
(as the article implies), but do
receive $.85 an hour ($.95 per
hour for assisting an instructor
teaching a class in the lab) for
knowing something.
bincerely,
James E. Carr,
Department of French

LENTEN VESPERS

The Student Vesper Group
of the SCA will hold a series
of Lenten Vesper Services at
7 p.m. Thursdays from now
through Easter, to be concluded with an Easter sunrise service.

Anyone interested in participating in the services
should contact Becky Sechrist,
Ext. 367.
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Ploy- - Goers Mined

The Politician

Reoction To 16ideoEijr
-

by Joann Allwein

by Jim Pope

As one leaves the theater after the performance of any
play, one can sense the reactions of the audience. After seeing the Little Theatre production of Gideon, there were some,
primarily those who already were familiar with Chayefsky's

When President Kennedy presented his medicare bill
before Congress last year, much of the opposition was based
on the assertion that medicare would be a long step on the
pain ieaaing to socialized medicine. Although this concept
oi socialized medicine was never
defined, it was implied that the chest rather than at the doctor's
term meant that in return for in- office. Why? Because it would cost
creased taxes, citizens would re- money to see the doctor.
ceive "free" medical care from
Perhaps a little dash of the
doctors who would be hired by marginal utility concept should be
or paid by the federal government. applied to filter out the trivial
The obvious assumption was complaints and illnesses. Students
that socialized medicine is bad and should be required to pay one

si Jib

if

-

.

that medical free enterprise should
be allowed to prevail. For purposes of this article, it will be assumed that such actions as medicare would lead to socialized medicine. What then would be the results of the establishment of socialized medicine? To find the
answer, one needs to look no further than Hygeia Hall.
Here one finds a functioning
system of socialized medicine.
Students, or their parents, pay a
fee to the college which is set
by the college. In return for this
fee the college provides the students with a hospital and the right
to a five-dastay in the hospital
free of charge. As many free pills
are provided as students can wash
down with as many paper cups
of ice water as they can gulp for
as many illnesses as they can conjure up. The services of one excellent doctor are provided for as
many students as are willing to
wait in line to see her.
Students with runny noses and
stubbed toes swarm to Hygeia to
see the doctor who must take time
to inspect their wounds and prescribe treatment the nurses would
haye given them anyway. At home
most of these cases would be
treated at the family medicine
y

Dhodmobile Aims
To Get 725 Pints.
Sign-u- p

cards are still available

in the library and from dormitory
representatives for those who wish
to donate blood.
The Red Cross Rloodmobile will
be in Lower Babcock from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Tuesday to receive the

donations.
Each donor should sign up on
the list in the library by tomorrow although "walk-in- "
donors 21
or older are encouraged. Parental
permission slips are required of
those under 21.

dollar or more in cash for the
privilege of seeing the doctor except in case of emergency, or an
appointment scheduled by the doctor after the first visit, or in case
of inability to pay as predetermined by the college. Pills would
still be provided for those wanting
to consume them.
This would eliminate those valuing their dollar more than a visit
to the doctor. It would increase
her time to concentrate on cases
really needing a doctor's care and
provide a more efficient health
service for the college which socialized medicine has failed to do.

'

"

If

m

!

y
Dr. Arthur Baird will be in
An
conference of the
Church Vocations Council is charge of the afternoon's
training session. In this
scheduled for next Saturday,
he will discuss the areas of preMarch 16.
paration necessary before entering
The Church Vocation Council a seminary.
is being held for the first time
Mr. Asbury will close the conthis year in an effort to stimulate
with a summary of the
ference
of
the
interest in the activities
Church. Students interested in day's activities.
church vocations or in underLinda Ronald is in charge of
standing how the church is meetthe
Church Vocations Council
ing the challenges with which it
which
is being sponsored under
is faced are invited to attend the
the auspices of the Student Chrisconference.
tian Association.
Beginning at 9:30 a.m. with a
speech by Mr. Beverly Asbury on
"The Challenge of the- Church Today," the day's agenda features
Club
four speakers talking on ministry,
education, chaplaincy, or the
church in extension.
all-da-

ry

pre-semina-

-

Hew Physics

Chooses Amstutz

After lunch
cussion groups
tions stimulated
session. For
groups, special
be present.

there will be disLarry Amstutz has been elected
dealing with ques- first president of the recently-organize- d
from the morning
Physics Club.
these discussion
source people will
Other officers are Phil
Jack Schand Mr.
midt, secretary-treasureJack Munsee, faculty advisor.
Buch-waite-

vice-presiden-

r,

t;

The club was organized at the
suggestion of Mr. Munsee and on
the initiative of Amstutz.

27, 1963

General Funds:
1. Galpin Account:

Debt as of Jan. 30, 1963
Second Semester Activity Fees (Credit)

Approximate Debt to Date
2. Assets:
a. Checking Account
b. Savings account
c. Miscellaneous

-- $4689.56

3400.00

-

1289.56

2110.56
206.16
65.19

1. Winter Carnival Concert TD

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

General Equipment TD
Secretary's Budget TD
Academic Board TD

Income

Expen.

1496.96

1800.00

50.00

197.58
175.15

Dr. John Pike of the Parma Research Center of Union Carbide
Co. who will talk on and demonstrate the Laser on April 9; and

25.00
30.10
220.59
35.00
500.00

TD

Christmas Formal
Constitutional Convention
Counter Challenge
Great Lakes College
Association Conference
Homecoming
Informals TD
International Student Comm. .......
Movies TD
Migration Day
Freshman Orientation
...
Parents' Day
Senate Services TD
Senate Reception
Student Union TD .
Square Dance
Travel Bureau TD
Freshman Directory
Scots' Key .
Student Directory TD

Meetings will be open to all.
Spring programs include lectures
by:

$2381.91

Itemized Budget:
Description

There are 19 members in the
club at present.

Dr. Frederick Reines of Case
Institute of Technology on March
22;

Total

9.

Physics Club held its first
ing Feb. 12 at which time it
voted to join the American Insti
tute of Physics.
meet- -

200.00

171.41

410.17
329.75
261.50

35.00
119.67
538.34

189.91

139.34

545.00

209.79
20.18
198.70

29.53

5.35
56.10
1.43
809.21

1661.96

"TD" denotes To Date

396.66
2128.40

by Jim McGavran

It's March now.
I kind of hate to have to say it, but, well, let's face it,
it really is March now, has been for a week in fact, and it
has got to be faced (I shouldn't talk; I could hardly face
February at all).
your individual needs, in some

But you know what I mean lib fairly innocuous way, let yourself
studies papers, I.S., midterms, the go, do something a little bit nutty
weather, I.S., lib studies papers, or wild, or just different.
I.S., the weather . . I.S. .
I know what you're thinking
March is, perhaps even more oh, that filthy boy, he's advocating
than February, that time of the moral relativism! Not at all. Mayyear. If it rains today, it will be a little social anarchy, but not
probably snow tomorrow; if it's moral relativism. The idea is to
sunny today, it will certainly snow show fate and the weather that
tomorrow. And spring vacation you can be just as capricious as
has a tricky way of seeming to get they are.
farther away, less and less be
Put your imagination to work
lievable, a deceitful mirage in a for a minute. There
are all kinds
sloggy desert.
of things you can do along these
Now maybe I'm stepping beyond lines.
the predestined limits of human
Wear that wide orange tie with
knowledge, but I think I've come the seahorse pattern your great
up with a recipe or plan for get- aunt sent you four Uinstmases
ting through March.
ago, or the scarlet wool nosewarmIt's very simple really. At er that messes up your hair.
Do as the Finns do after a
regular intervals, depending upon
sauna go outside in a minimum
of clothing and roll in the snow.
I won't tell on you. Or wait till
it's raining cats and dogs, then
put on your boots, the ones you
ordinarily wouldn't think of wear
ing, and walk downtown. Sing
tolk songs in between puddles.
Read a book that isn't assigned.
You might even decide to be
extreme and spend some money. I
know this is practically blasohemv.
but you could skip a college meal
now and then say, Sunday supperand get a ride out to Howard
Johnson's, or downtown, or just
head tor the Shack.
Go to a movie in the middle of
the week. Sign up for a bus seat
and go to the opera at Cleveland.

I

demonstrating particular physical
concepts on April 23.

IT'
I

I

J,

It

lethargic, vaguely dissatisfied

feel- -

in?!.

Best wishes for facing and get

ting through March.

Organist Mary Coffman
lington, Va., and violinist
ine Long of York, Pa., will
their junior recital in the
at 4:15 p.m. Wednesday.

of

Ar-

Cather-

present
Chapel

Mary will play a Tocatta by
Sowerby; Prelude by Simonds;
and a Prelude and Fugue in E Flat
by Bach.
Catherine has chosen to play
Bartok's Rumanian Dances; Vivaldi's Sonata in A Major; and Debussy's Sonata for violin and

son Laire, a capable actor and
guest star, who played the part
of the Lord. It is probable that,
just as Gideon finds it difficult to
love the Lord, an actor finds it
hard to portray God.
The play does not end when the
curtain closes and the actors take
their bows. It continues in the
minds of the spectators who now
must answer the questions Chay-efsk- y
raises. For a start, why not
read Gideon? This may not give
the full effect of seeing the supporting cast leap across stage
shouting "For the Lord and for
Gideon" or watching Orpah dance,
but it does cushion the initial impact and help dissolve the confusion with which most of the
audience leaves the theater.

fovie

To Speak

There may have been some disappointed lecture-goer- s
in the
Chapel last night night due to a

FISH-ER-MA-

Members of the French department assure them, however,
that Dr. Wallace Fowlie will lecture this Thursday, March 14,
same time, same topic "Picasso's
Paris at the Turn of the Century."

WHAT'S

NEW

IN THE MARCH

ATLANTIC?
Evelyn Waugh reminisces about his
younger days In "Father and Son"
Oscar Handlln: A critical look at neutralism, Its development and the disastrous form it has now taken
Saul Bellow writing on 'The Writer as
Moralist"

Jamas R. Kllllan, Jr.: On the impact

of federal research spending on private
industry and on our economy
ALSO
Special Supplement on Children:
Some fascinating views of children by
Dr. Robert Coles, Jim Brosnan, Walt
Kelly, Ogden Nash and others.

Every month the
Atlantic provides a
platform for many of

the world's most articulate and creative
men and women. The
result is always entertaining and informative,often brilliant, occasionally profound.
Mora and more, the
Atlantic is finding Its
way Into the hands of

t)

discerning readers.

y

Get your copy today.

LK

I

SALE
NOW

tKTXRNAL
BBVENUV

I

o

LJ

Proof.,.
when you
need it!

Well, the list could be endless.
The thing to do is to make your
own list. You wont be wasting When making your income
tax
your time, not really. You use up
returns, ThriftiChecks provide an
just as many minutes sitting in
tront ot your notebook with that accurate record of expenses. The

Dr. Franklin Miller of Kenyon
who will present a series of films ''!

Violinist, Organist
Present IS Recital

owe a vote of thanks to Mr. Jud-

Voice error.

Council

Of Church Vocationa

AS OF FEBRUARY

8.

V.

Asbury Speaks At Meeting

Student Senate Budget

Cheerleaders

--

Judson Loire and John Weckesser in scene from "Gideon."

r;

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

play, who were decidedly enthusi
astic about the evening with
Gideon and the Lord. Others, also
acquainted with the production,
tended to be unhappy with Gid
eon s folly and God s humanity.
However, the great majority of the
audience probably was confused
and mulling over mixed feelings
concerning this unique drama.Gideon contains a fine blend of
humor and serious questioning
about the relationship of God and
man. Some of the humor was
lost to Wooster audiences because
the serious tone introduced at the
beginning overshadowed parts
which could have been more entertaining. Fortunately, much of
the humor was rescued by John
Weckesser in the title role. In portraying Gideon, the donkey of the
tribe, and Gideon, the unwilling
instrument of the Lord, John again
comes up to our expectations and
his abilities.
The college audiences and cast

N

. . .

Metallic
Handbags

This angler,

identified only as Mike Zimmerman, tried his luck with
rod and reel in some of the
numerous streams which
flowed around campus this
week. Speaking of campus

streams, the Galpin River exceeded flood stage twice due
to the heavy rains. The Galpin River has its headwaters
in a broken drain pipe under
the walk behind Galpin and
meanders some 150 west,

Simple to Knit,
Line and Mount

Plan now for this year's tax
Personal Checking Account with
any amount! A book of checks
costs so little
and your name
is printed on each check free.

America's Most Popular
Checking Account Service
Available in this area only at

HOUSE OF RHODES
105 W. Pine St.

emptying into North Bever St.,

where it is usually about 15
feet wide.

cancelled check is legal proof of
payment made.

Phone
JUST

263-278-

1

A STEP OFF CAMPUS

Wayne County
National Bank
Phone

262-497-

4

,
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For Two

He feels strongly that "there can
It hit me out of the blue. Kich carnett. the new
result
a better understanding
Wooster-in-Indi- a
representative for the coming two years,
various
among
countries. "I might
commented casually as he recalled the moment when he first even learn about Wooster there,
heard the announcement of the I
application procedure. for I'll find out whether we really

Friday, March 8, 1963
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WARM ON

"America is no longer isolation
ist One out of every hundred
American citizens has his career
abroad. We are the creatpst Sm.
W-I-perialist democracy' in history
with
do do anything outside Wayne uaoivanjr
uiipcnausi ana Basically
County, besides being just
JIM TOEOTMAN
"I had almost forgotten W-reuuoucan ana, at our best, basic
formation Aeencv) ideas. You
after a year in Nigeria, hut it took cannot sell America like one sells
ally democratic.
only a few words to bring to tobacco."
Tuesday evening's annual winter snorts hflnmipir nut flip finish.
mind the thought of applying."
Graham Greeene's The Quiet
ing touch on Wooster's winter sports seasons, which in general were
Why did W-fit so well into American came to his mind. "Book
a bit more successful than last year's. Athletic Director "Mose" Hole,
Rich's plans? He is perfectly frank ideas about reform usually don't
the coaches and the cooks were in fine form as a group of six seniors
to say his vocation has not been work. You have to be extremely
made their final appearance as Wooster athWs. At the hA rf fhe
decided. He even added, "It careful when readine the reform- list were senior
of the basketball team, Rich Thomas and
(W-M- )
fits in well with the gen- ing advice of some
Reggie Minton. Minton was honored as the first Wooster eager ever
eral idea I have for a career, what- who writes a book after visiting
to be named to the
o
Conferencfi naslcethflll team in the seven
Beautilul, charming and feminine," are Dr. Maria years the
ever that is." Teaching religion the country for three days.
r
squads have been named by OC coaches. Several
has been his most seriously conSexton's adjectives to describe the two European women other Scotties have received honorable mention, but never has anyone
Barnett's motivation in eoine to
sidered path.
been chosen to the honor squad.
Ewing Christian College is mixed, track champions on campus this week.
"I'm going over there more as he treely admtted. He himself
Third basketballer to bow out was VA Ki
The athletes, Dorothy Hyman and Jov Grievson of Ene
a student than a teacher," as
wants to learn from the experi
his second Wooster award. Kineslev will nttenrl mtU
naivete completely ence there. "I'm not going to lie land, visited women s Dhvsical
year where he will probably continue to defend his position as "Crazy.
disappeared from his mind. "I to anyone. My motivation is both education classes Wednesday and
ciguu, campion oi ine worm, men and Keg hope to go into coachhave no USIA (United States In altruistic and selfish."
Ihursday to demonstrate skills.
ing next year and both of them should be dandies.
k
Their
visit in the
Wrestling captain Jim Gordon, who is the
United States is sponsored by the
200 yd. butterfly: 1. Malcolm (Akron) erapplers and was also honorarv football
National Amateur Athletics Union
2:17.4 New pool record, old record alternatives for next vear includiner
committee.
CnrAv
a Stint at Pfradnate
2:18.6
hopes
eventually
to
Women in the physical educa- get into counselling work.
50 yd. freestyle: 1. Evans (Kenyon)
tiQffctasses
starting
Dracticed
and
r
a
:22.8, new pool and conference record
o
Bill Rices and Scott Randolnh (nnt R
tinting techniaues and learned by Evans in preliminaries
WE HAVE
(:22.6)-o- ld
warm-u- p
exercises from the run conference record by Barry Poulson their swimming togs and will enroll in graduate school next fall. Riggs,
who had never swum competitively before coming to Wooster and now
(OWU) 1959
Do you feel that you simply
SELECTION
ners.
is probably the third best backstroker in the school's history, (behind
200 yd. backstroke: 1. Gullion (Kencan't take time out from
Joy Grievson. English auarter
Larry and Lonnie Price in the early 1950's), has his eyes set on a
RIGHT PRICES
mile champion, completed the 400- - yon) 2:15.7
your studies to wash your
career in industrial chemistry. Randolph will study philosophy.
200 yd. freestyle: 1. Maurer (Wittenyard race in 53.9 seconds in Belclothes? At Werner's you
New conference record,
grade's 1962 European champion berg) 1:58.5
Any Scotsman May
Swimmers and wrestlers will- offlciallv rinse
rhe win for caacATi
don't have to! Werner's pronew event, new dooI record, old rm ftrH
AKTVU
J wwwv mv " U1VI
ships.
2:07.9
when
the
baturday
two
squads
off
square
in a basketball game. The
vides tables and soothing
Use Our
Dorothy Hyman, who was run- - 200 yd. breaststroke: 1. Miller (Ken- swimmers have a decided height advantage. However, the wrestlers
music to aid you in studyCREDIT PLANS
nerup to the U.S.'s Wilma Ru yon) 2:28.2 4. Doerr (Wooster) 2:30.7 nave ousei mis aaantage witn some lancy brainwork. The grapplers
ing, and even furnishes cofdolph in the 1960 Olympics 100 New conference record, old record by nave aireu me reierees, ine umekeeper and the scorekeeper.
Farran (OWU) 2:28.5, 1962, also
meter event, is Europe's champion Robin
fee for your coffee break.
new pool record, old record 2:34.7
Illustrating the importance of beine on the pnnA sie nf nfRrAaU
in the 110 yards sprint and
p
Of course, your main reaOne Meter Diving: 1. Rich Blaugh is a little story of an actual observation
You Can Depend On
in the 200 yards event.
at last weekend's Ohio Con(Hiram) 323.4
son for stopping is to clean
swimming
ference
I
haoDened
meet.
rolish leresa Liepla, who holds 200 yd.
your clothing. Werner's furindividual medley: 1. Labaugh well and suggested before the start of the
the European women's record for (Kenyon)
meet that they give Wooster
2:14.5 5. Doerr (Wooster)
nishes 20 washers, 10 dryers
a few breaks in the followiner two davs. Thev trier! AfW rna n.f
hurdles, canceled her 2:21.3
Dave Lazqrs dives, the Wooster freshman was awarded a string of
and a dry cleaning machine
visit because of a strained muscle. 400 yd. freestyle relay: 1.
Kenyon
Honorary secretary of the (Pierce, Watkins, Kuppenheimer,
uirees uy au oui one juage. ine one, who was one of my two friends,
for your use.
Dave a five.
gave
Evans)
British Women's Amateur Athletic
3:34.3
New pool record, old
record
3:41.2
Council Miss Marea Hartman ac
W erner's is new, clean, comI have a hunch that Oberlin followers must have discovered the
100 yd. butterfly: 1. Malcolm (Akron)
companied the track stars.
plete, and open 24 hours
plot
because the next night after the completion of the mpet T Ai.
Instrumental in eettinerQJ the wo- - :57.3 3. Schweikert (Wooster) :59.6
New pool and conference record bv Mai- - covered a parking ticket on the car I was driving.
a day.
men to visit Wooster was chairman colm
in prelims :57.2, old record by Jim
145 E. Liberty St.
of Women's Physical Education Brown IUWU) :58.1, 1962
That about finishes the winter sDorts. Next
Dr. Maria Sexton, a member of
100 yd. freestyle: 1. Evans (Kenyon) the
spring teams. Making his debut as a head coach is Art Pilch who
the U.S. Olympic committee for :50.7
New Dool and conference rec has
Your Dollar Buys More
already made two distinctive contributions to Wooster athletics
ord, old conference record bv Evans
.
.
.
women s track and held.
in Wooster's Finest
witn nis development and expansion of the weight training program..
1962 :52.2, old pool record :53.6
348 East Liberty St.
100 vd. breaststroke: 1. Ynnnff (Ken. In addition, Pilch has been selected bv his associates in the athletic
Jewelry Store
yon)
1:07.4 4. Doerr (Wooster) 1:09.6 department as Severance Gymnasiums Director of Civil Defense.
Ample Parking in Rear
New conference record by Young in That's just what we need,
another title.
M

Pretty Track Champs Visit;

M

quasi-speciah-

Demonstrate Winning Styles

st

co-captai-

ns

all-Ohi-

all-sta-

re-form-the-w-

orld

OAC Swimming
Summary

two-wee-

The One Stop
Coin Operated
Laundry

cr-hru--

l
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Freedlander's
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Young Modern's Shop

Kenyon
Wittenberg
Ohio Wesleyan
Akron

STUDENT-FACULT- Y

DISCOUNT
Now,

vacationing students and
faculty members can enjoy summer
accommodations at Sheraton Hotels
and Motor Inns, at special low ratesl
Thanks to Sheraton's Student I.D. or
Faculty Guest Cards, you'll have a
better vacation this summer for less
money Sheraton Hotels get straight
A's in every department: Comfort,
convenience, and cuisine. And if
you're traveling by car, there's Free
Parking at most Sheraton Hotels and
at all Sheraton Motor Inns. Get these
discounts at any of Sheraton's 80
hotels in the U.S.A., Hawaii and
Canada. Just present your Sheraton
Student I.D. Card or Faculty Guest
Card when you register. To get your
Sheraton card or make reservations,
1

TIME
Be sure to see the new

trim, spring fashions in

a wide arra yof cuts,
colors and cloths.

$24.50 - $29.50
$32.50

ijf
I

p
)

I

'

604
41

30

Baldwin-Wallac- e

28

Wooster
Oberlin
Muskingum
Hiram
Denison

20

Concluding this week's epistle, I address myself to the critics
and refer to a slogan common in the circles of Alcoholics Anonymous
groups: "God give me the sense to realize those things that cannot be
changed, the strength to change those which can, and the wisdom to
know the difference."

$200 Scholarships

Made Available
To Freshman, Sophomore U.P.'s
The Board of Christian Educa
tion of the United Presbyterian
Church has made available an increased number of $200 Samuel
Robinson scholarships.
Wooster freshmen and sophomores, as members of a United
Presbyterian affiliated college, mav
qualify by being able to recite the
answers to the Presbyterian bhorter
Catechism and by entering a 2,000

17
17

7
4

the
by

SMARTEST

word essay on a related

Last year Wooster had three winners among the 27 granted by Mr.
Samuel Robinson, a Presbyterian
layman, who feels that memorization of the Shorter Catechism is
one of the requirements for scholarship, as well as a valuable educational and religious experience.
Students who wish to compete
should contact Dean Ralph Young.

FLOATERS

NEWEST

!J

.....v- -

FLAIR

CASUAL CONCEPT

w

346

TRAVEL CONSULTANTS
Efl

Bowman Street

Amster

Wooster, Ohio
Phone

D

mm.

Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

263-780-

1

WORLD - WIDE

TRAVEL AGEfcKV

the finest in CAMPUS fashions

UE (CULL HUOES HE ALL!
By LAND
SEA
AIR
TOURS

HOTELS

RESORTS

200 West Liberty Street

topic

prior to April 15.

representative:

LONGS

rennet

127

.

contact your Sheraton campus

REGULARS

SHORTS

prelims 1:06.8, old record by Young
100 yd. backstroke: 1. Gullion (Kenyon) 1:00.6
500 yd. freestyle: 1. Johnson (OWU)
5:38.0
New conference and pool record, old conference record by Maurer in
prelims 5:42.5, old pool record 6:14.0
400 yd. medlay relay: 1. Kenyon (Gullion, Young, Hayes, Evans) 3:58.0
3. Wooster (Riggs, Doerr, Schweikert,
Harley) 4:03.4
New conference and
pool record, old conference record by
Kenyon 1962 (Gullion, Wissman, Ruff,
Huffman) 4:02.1, old pool record 4:00.2

Final Standings

SPECIAL

Spring Time
is
SPORT COAT

..ii.il

CRUISES

Domestic and Foreign
Phones
3-40-

70

Authorized College Travel Agents

3-4-

006

mi

o

n

n

uu

Third Section staved off a desperate,
effort by Fifth Section last night and held on to win a dramatic
43-3victory in the finals of the Kenarden League play-ofcome-from-behi-

Grapplers End

8

f.

Third thus captured the

play-of- f

title for the second year

in a row. seventh bection, victims
of Third in semi-fina- l
action, won points but received considerabl
the regular season championship help from Peacock with 12 and
Mike Tierney with 10.
Third trailed only once, 8-but appeared to be in trouble when
Jim Meissner, though not click
Joe Ferrante canned a foul throw ing up to form with his
lone sel
for Fifth to cut the margin to 37 shots, led Fifth with 12 followed
do late in the game.
by Tracy with 10.
Third remained cool as Randy
The game was actually decided
neiligmann responded with his
the foul line where the victors
at
only field goal of the night with
outscored Fifth 11-to offset
1 :34 left to play and Ken Peacock
deficit
field goals.
in
hit on two free throws for the Oats
before Ferrante tapped one in fo
Third led by three at half time,
20-1tilth.
and maintained that margin
for
of the second period. The
most
Barry Terjesen, Third's "Mr
L
..J
Glue", iced the victory with two wjueai margin was six points
more free throws with one second though rifth cut one such advan
tage, 31-2to 33-3- 3
before again
left.
dropping back.
Terjesen led Third with 13
In semi-fina- l
action Tuesday
night, Third earned its right to
meet tilth by downing Seventh,
37-3and Fifth crashed into the
title contest by stomping Sixth 57
41.
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In Eighth

by Dave Allen
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The Scot wrestling team, after
finishing the season with a
record, captured a tie for eighth
place in the OAC wrestling championships held last Friday and Sat4
urday at Hiram.
The Scot team score of 17 was
enough to gain the tie with Wittenberg. Baldwin-WallacHiram
and Ohio Wesleyan placed in the
first three positions respectively.
Hiram's second place marked the
end of their four-yea-r
champion.
ship streak.
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Spot

At OAC Meet

9,

Runners Lose
Initial Contest
Against Lord

u

I

nd

Pacing the Wooster grapplers
were sophomores mil balloon
(130) and Don Van Hoose (177).
Balloon gained a third place in
consolation matches after defeating three opponents 4-and
Van Hoose rolled up impres
sive scores of 8-- 2 and 4-- 0 before
being defeated in his semi-finmatch.

KALEIDOSCOPE
Shark Revue goers toniaht and tomorrow niaht will coo iko IhIi:Ih.mi.
e
change color eleven times. Ready to begin the overture are left to right, Gerry Walklet
Gretchen Smith, Sharon Yoder, Mady Miller and Karen Kingseed. The Revue
starts at
in the pool.
8-1-

5

2--

3,

0,

In the first semifinal tilt the
Oats led the
s
all the way
24-19
being in charge
at half time
and running up as much as an
lead with eight minutes
Eight of Wooster's points came
by Jim Poff
The WRA basketball team will as treshman
left in the contest before going
rhil Lotterman
Coach Art Pilch felt his Woos into a deep freeze stall.
meet teams from Kent State and (HWT) pinned two of his op
Muskingum at 10 a.m. tomorrow, ponents. A
ter track team made "a very pleasdecision in his conby Mike Stott
Seventh
whittled
the
margin
in Severance Gym.
ing performance" last Saturday
solation match was enough to obScot tankers rounded out their most successful campaign
despite losing their first meet of down to three as time ran out
INTRAMURAL STANDINGS
tain a third place medal. Another
the year 67-6to host Kenyon a
in 10 years last Saturday as they grabbed a sixth place in the
League "A"
freshman, Dave Burkett (137), deGambier.
L feated his Muskie opponent 7-W
zoth annual Ohio Conference swimming and diving cham
Sphinx
3
0 adding one point to Wooster's
One Scot bright spot was junior
pionships held in Oberlin College's Crane Pool.
Ekos
1 earn score.
3
Gil biepert who set a new Werthei
Kunning away with top honors
1
2
mer Field House record with f
for the 10th consecutive year was Wittenberg's Dick Maurer in the Imps
Final Standings
Main
II
1
2
200
free.
:52.9 timing in the 440.
KenyonSvfcifch
powerhouse
Bald
amas46
III ML & N
1
3
Hiram
39
sed
127
points
to
Coach
outdistance
sur
Johnny
Swigart
and as Trumps
Art Herriott, who last year set
3
0
Ohio Wesleyan
34
prise runnerup Wittenberg.
sistant Jim Norton guided the team
a college mark for individual
Akron
33
League
"B"
6-dual meet record, best seaOn Friday the diving prelimin to a
points scored in a single season
Oberlin
31
L
W
finished first in the
Denison
aries, all 200-yar- d
high
27
events, and the son since the 1953 championship Kez
3
0
Capital
24
perform- Peanuts
and low hurdles, the broad jump
400 yard freestyle relay were con squad registered a
3
0
Wooster,
Wittenberg (tie) 17
fine
With
ance.
nucleus
a
from
left
and took second place in the high
ducted. Sophomore Dick Doerr,
II & IN
1
Muskingum
11
2
the only Scot to qualify, scored a this year's squad, Wooster can look Pyramids
jump.
Kenyon
7
Heidelberg
in- forward to a better than average
4
fifth
the
200
in
place
yard
I Main
Another Wooster standout was
1
Otterbein
dividual medley and took fourth season next year.
II L
1
freshman Dale Homalonion, who
3
Mt.
Union
0
(Summary on page four)
in the 200 yard breaststroke when
just graduated from Cleveland
he was just nosed out by three
John Marshall high school in Janu
Kenyon mermen.
ary. Homalonion hnished in a
Wooster moved up from its
dead heat tie for first with Toby
seventh place tie with Muskingum
Morrell of Kenyon in the mile run
- AlCK0fe&o
CARDER
to sixth on Saturday as Ged
flashed
and
to a first place victory
WATCHES
JEWELRY
DIAMONDS
showed
Schweikert
100
third
the
in
in the 880.
SCOTS' ALL CONFERENCE
yard butterfly, Doerr captured
PUBLIC SQUARE
Utner Wooster winners were Reggie Minton, senior forward, fourth in the 100 yard breast, and
Repairing
Engraving
WOOSTER, OHIO
was named to the
Pete Jones and freshmen Bill Gil
Riggs,
Bill
Doerr, Schweikert and
bert who tied for first in the two Conference second team this Al Harley teamed
245 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio
up to take a "We Solicit Your Patronage"
mile run, James Davis in the high week, the first Scot to be so
third place and eight pomts in the
jump and Joe Zurcher in the shot honored since the Conference 400 medley relay. By virtue of
the
Phone AN
Phone AN
began naming all-stteams relay performance
put.
Scots
the
Kenyon competing in its sixth seven years ago.
climaxed their point total at 20.
dual meet of the season as op
Of the eight conference records
On the first team are: forposed to the Scots' first backed
which fell, five went to Kenyon's
wards Al Thrasher of Wittentheir attack with eight seconds and berg
Lords.
Double winner Dave Evans,
and Barry Clemens of
seven thirds.
Ohio Wesleyan; center Bob the Lords' top freestyler, set new
Tomorrow afternoon Scot
Cherry of Wittenberg; and standards of :22.6 and :50.7 in the
will travel to Granville guards Ray Slabaugh of Ohio 50 and 100 free.
where they will compete in the Wesleyan and Bob Walters of
Kenyonite John Miller bested all
WHEAT AND BUCKWHEAT CAKES
OAC indoor track championships.
Baldwin-Wallac- e.
Named to previous times in the 200 breast as
the second team besides Minid teammates Jim Young in the
Summary of the meet:
ton were forward Tony Arch100 breast, and Dave Gullion,
1. Kenyon.
880 YARD RELAY
Mt. Union; centers Ken Young, Lynn Hayes, and Evans in
ibald
of
..Time 1:43.
Rowen of Hiram and Larry the 400 yard medley relay.
1. Bales (K) ; 2.
600 YARD DASH
Washburn of Ohio Wesleyan;
Mieure (K) ; 3. J. DiCicco (W). Time
The only other double winner
All Pancakes served with Whipped Butter
1:18.7.
and guards Bill Fisher of Wit- was Akron's Ted Malcolm who es
1. Shevitz (K) ; 2.
& Choice of 8 Varieties of Syrup.
55 YARD DASH
tenberg, Sam Schubert of Hetablished a new mark in the 100
Martin (W) and Sweeney (K) tie.
idelberg and Bill Meyer of HSYRUPS
yard fly. Completing the list of
Time :06.
OLD FASHIONED HOT
BLUEBERRY
LAS VEGAS SILVER
Interestingly Different
NUTTY PECAN
iram.
CHERRY
S
were
record
breakers
Frank
John
CAKES
1. Siepert (W) ;
filled with real blue- 440 YARD DASH
DOLLAR PANCAKES
3 larg. pancake, filled Timber Trail Maple
PANCAKE
berry compote. Try
son of OWU in the 500 free and
2. Bissell (K); 3. Pettigrew (K) Time
- 0f
4 pancokei
with cherries. Try our Wild Canadian Blueberry
Baked with pecaru
the
Thrasher
received
also
Our own time tested
these with our wild
10 pancake.
60
cherry syrup.
:52.9. Field house record.
n and out
Red Raspberry
blueberry syrup.
-- 85
15 pancakes
r,c'P'
Gregory
seventh
Mike
annual
Strawberry
(W)
w
1. Homalonion
MILE RUN
3--

Tri-Kap-

Sphinx
Lead 'A' League
D-Dal-

lers

11-poi-

8pfl

nt

SfixiflCD IPDeiGe

2.

al

2-- 0

0

3,

win-Walla-

ce

4

55-yar-

d

7-- 2

12
13

DICK MORRISON

SHOP

All-Oh- io

2-49-

ar

cin-derm-

2-67-

74

81

en

0?!3OAL

-

PANCAKE

-

-

9

All You Can Eat

PANTRY

'

'

-

ROLL-U-

PS

ROLL-UP-

--

-

and Morrell (K) tie; 3. Spring (K).
Time 4:39.2.
1.
55 YARD HIGH HURDLES
(W) ; 2. Cuff (K) ; 3. Mieure (K).
Time 07:3.
1. Jones (W) and
2 MILE RUN
Gilbert (W) tie; 3. Shira (K). Time

-

- 3. Homalonion
Bales (K).
1.

;

Time 2:05.3.
1. Sweeney (K) ;
300 YARD DASH
2. Schweppe (K) ; 3. Long (W). Time

-

:33.
1. Her-rio- tt
55 YARD LOW HURDLES
(W); 2. Shevitz (K) ; 3. Harris
(W).Time :06.6.

-

-

Guard Barry Terjesen was the
games high point man with 14.
In the semi-finnightcap Fifth
had no problem in weathering the
storm in their rough game with
Sixth. The Delts held their tomt
half time advantage midway
through the second half until shot
gun Mo Meissner reported for
blasts which
three loud
the
for Fifth.
ice
game on
put
Meissner captured game honors
with 22 tallies.
al

35-fo-

ot

1. Kenyon. Time
MILE RELAY
3:36.
1. Zurcher (W); 2.
SHOT PUT
Summary
Wallace (K); 3. J. Davis (W). Distance 48'34'
Fifth
Third
1. J. Davis (W); 2.
HIGH JUMP
G
Playtr
6 F T Playtr
Herriott (W) ; 3. Kerr (K). Height ierney
1
4 2 10 Lee
5' 11".
4
4 4 12 Tracy
eacock
1. Kerr (K); 2. Heilig- POLE VAULT
2
Rodgers
Stocking (K) ; 3. G. Davis (W). Height
2 Meissner
6
mann
12' 8".
eriesen 5 3 13 Ferrante 4
ulcomer 2 2 6
1. Herriott (W) ; 2.
BROAD JUMP
0 0 0
Chentow (K); 3. Bidlingmayn (K). Little
16 11 43
Total 17
Total
Distance 21' W'.

-

-

-

-

10

.

Playtr
Kellner
Smathers
Hartley
Leinbach
Chittick

16

Playtr
Rodgers
racy
Meissner
'errante
Lee
Hole

2

Mayne

0

1

Boynton

1

0 2
8 34

G
Playtr
3 0 6 Lammert 2
4 5 13 D. Vand. 4
9 4 22 B. Vand. 2
3
2 2 6 Bell
2
2 4 8 Smith
2
0 2 2 Cuckler
1
Harrop
16
20 17 57
Total
G

F

T

4 38

Sixth 66, Rabbi 23
41, Section A 26
30, Westscott 26

5

1

flavored

ll

F

T

0 4
8 16
1 5
0 6
0 4
0 4
0 2
9 41

PANCAKES

They go like hot cakes,
only foster.

,75

.'5

Cherry
Honey Cinnamon
Spiced Apple
Maple Syrup
CHILLED JUICES

Fresh Vegetable

PANCAKES

APPLE GLAZE

Delicious and nutrltuous
A real treat.

ROLL-UP-

S

Three large pancakes
filled and rolled with
our spicy apples,

5S

IOWACORN PANCAKES
Whole kernel corn,
cooked right In the
oofter.
Try with our maple

butter syrup.

appe

1.10

PEACH ROLLED
PANCAKES

CHOCOLATE CHIP

OAHU COCONUT
PANCAKES

treat from the 50th
State. Delicious with
A

strawberry syrup.

0q

75

--

ASK FOR OUR DINNER MENU

90

SANDWICH MENU

Thin buckwheat

SIX STAR SPECIAL
3 buttermilk pancake,,
one egg, two strips of

pancake.

bacon.

p.

Complete

Some more pancake
magic from the South

old-fashio- ned

Seas,

y
I

ALSO AVAILABLE

ROYAL HAWAIIAN
PANCAKES

pork wuwge,
rolled In our delicious
pancakes

with our pure butter
maple syrup.

75

.95

3 PIGS IN BLANKET

treat, excellent

I

Orange
Tomato

--

90

)

.90

15-25--

30

15-25--

30

SIDE ORDERS

One Egg any style
two eggs
bacon

20
30

ham

30
40

sausage

40

Omelette
Cheese Omelette

50
65

Ham
.45

BUTTERSCOTCH
NUGGET HOT CAKES
A new

.85

LOW CALORIE
PANCAKE

PANCAKES

Chocolate nuggets
In the batter, try
with our cherry
syrup.

1

gas any style and
four hot cakes .
A satisfying dish.

.80

Filled with delicious
cling peaches topped
with whipped butter,
your choice ofsyrup.

BANANA PANCAKES
resh r.pe sliced
bananas - baked egg
pancake batter. You
never realized bananas
could taste so good.

BACON YUMMIES
Crisp Bacon Smothered
In Egg Pancake batter.
Extra special - any
time of day.

SPECIAL

Two

Syrup.

90

e5

2X4

VIRGINIA PANCAKE
Baked with minced ham
Topped witn picec

85
95

Omelette

Ham and Cheese
Heme Fried Potato

25

French Fries

25

BEVERAGES
Fresh Brewed Coffee

Ice Cold Milk
Hot or Cold Tea
Hot Chocolate
Sanka or Postum,

10

10.15

5

South Walnut Street

15

TAKE OUT SERVICE

NADEUN'S RESTAURANT & CATERING SERVICE
115-12-

15
15

Party Supplies Including Dlel.es, Punchbowlt, Silver, Toble and Cnair Rental Service

Don-Kor- n
Don-Kor- n

20-3- 0

Any combination

of vegetables
BUCKWHEAT

PAWnilCT AND CATERING SERVICE FACILITIES

29

BUCKWHEAT
BLUEBERRY

.90

K

31

Strawberry' syrup.
A real treat

.95

PANCAKES

Thinly sliced spuds cooked
In batter, a meal all
by itself.

Topped with lucious

Pncakn
.55

IRISH POTATO

ROLLUP

Pancakes filled with
ucous strawberries

Sixth

0 12
1 9

1

1

13

Third 37 Seventh 34
Fifth 57, Sixth 41
Fifth 53, Donelson-Korne- r
Seventh 40, Phi Delt 22
Third 54, Colonial-Crande-

2 10

5

Total

5 37

Zesty

COTTAGE CHEESE

STRAWBERRY PANCAKE

PANCAKES

Davis

2
2

'

REAL BUTTERMILK
F

0 2

Tournament Scores

T

0 2

G

0
4
0 10
1
3
0 4

Fifth

Total
F

Seventh

T
F
G
Player
Heilig
1
mann
eacock 3
Tierney
3
Terjesen 5 4 14
ulcomer 4 0 8

Total

.90

.95

S

Third

Her-rio- tt

-

10:45.
880 YARD RUN
(W); 2. Menel (K)

SEMI-FINAL-

Award as the outstanding
player in the conference.

Phone

262-79- 46
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Wooster Receives
Grant From Shell

POSTER BOARD

Sara Hoffman, Alia Jean Howe, Mar
garet Huelsenbeck, Carl Hufford, Nancy
Hunt, James Johnson, Janet Jones,
Laurel Kaji, Judith Koestner, Patricia

CARDBOARD
MARKERS

Kowaluk, Greg Lacy,
Elizabeth Lamkin. Susan Larson. Mar-cia Leatherman,
Arthur Longbrake,
Judith McBurney, John McDougald,
John Mclnroy,
Gretchen
Meister,
Stephen Moran, Nancy Organ,

CREPE PAPER

Gongraf ufcrtion

Thomas Patton, David Petersen, Edwin Peterson. Randall Porter. Kathlwn
Ranck, Gary Reichard, Dianne Rhea,
waiter Kockenstein;
Nancy Roha, Nancy Rose, David
Schall, Sandra Scott, Cynthia Smith,
Suzanna Spaulding, Carolyn Stafford,
Nancy Teagarden,
Karelisa Voekler,
Rachel Weber, Anne Whitacre, Richard
White, Cynthia Williams.

the United States, to national education organizations, and to programs sponsored by the Foundation to strengthen teaching of high
school science and mathematics.

AND

WRESTLING TEAMS

for Their Performances in the
OAC Championship Meets

FRESHMEN:
Barbara Austin. Bruce Biirelow. lu- dith Black. Robert Bloueh. Carol Booth.
Robert J. Bowden,
Barbara Brondvke. Catherine Brow- -

Wste lumber

der, James W. Brown, Susan Cherney,
Lynne Cherrv. Barbara Clack. Bonnie
J. Conrad, Constance Crawford, Candace
Dumlao, Lynda Ann Erwin,

Deborah Evans, Craig Ewart, Gerald
Fischer, Janet Freeman, Anne Grigsby,
Karl Gross, Lila Head, Edward Hearne,
Elizabeth Heimann, Tom Hervey, Barbara Hill, Steve Hills, Mary Hodges,

$200,

BUT

DO GO TO THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

THEATRE
Walt Disney's
"SON OF FLUBBER"

FOR CAMPUS WEAR
If it's young-- If

Thomas Jenei. Diane Kaiser. Virginia
Keim. Martha L. Keller. Anne L. Kueh- ner, Michael Linn, Carol Locke, James
C Long, George B. Lyons,

it's
it's

STARTING FRIDAY

new-- If

MARCH 15th

Jack Lemmon

important-It- 's

Lee Remick

in

"DAY OF WINE
AND ROSES"

here!

Academy Award
Nominations for

BEULAII BECIITEL SHOP

Best Actor and
Best Actress

PUBLIC SQUARE

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: JERRY CUNNINGHAM

Northwestern Bell has been impressed with Jerry Cunning-ha(B.A., 1960) right from his first assignment. In fact,
it was during this assignment that Jerry was selected to
attend the special Bell System Program at Northwestern
University.
After completing this program, Jerry was named Assistant Manager in Sioux City. His work there earned him a

m

(s

NEW SPRING JACKETS

promotion to Manager in Northwestern Bell's Marshall-towIowa, Commercial Office. He's 'now responsible for
the telephone needs of 9200 customers.
Jerry Cunningham and other young men like him in
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help
bring the finest communications service in the world to the
homes and businesses of a growing America.

jum H

n,

BELL

TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Zipper Front, Button Collar, with
the College Emblem
Why not check out our New Stationery,
with the Authentic Scotsman Design?
NOTE:

P. S.: When you write home, make it official!
Use Our COLLEGE OF WOOSTER STATIONERY
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An Editorial from the Life Insurance Courant a leading Trade Journal

All Alike?
"Somehow the impression has got about that life insurance companies are all about alike, and that the
prospect should be carefully steered away from that
obnoxious subject, 'net cost." The important thing for
him is getting the amount of insurance he needs, not
shopping around for the cheapest policy.
"Of course the most important thing is getting the insurance he needs. But the difference in cost between
two companies may be as much as a seventh of the face
amount during the first 20 years alone say $1,400
on a $10,000 policy. Most people find it hard enough
to own anywhere nearly as much insurance as they
need, even without the doubtful luxury of unnecessarily

Wmrnmmmmm

i
l

14

x

"But the life insurance agent is the publicity man of life
insurance. What kind of publicity job is he doing if he
a prospect into paying a seventh more
than he needs to pay for his protection?"
high-pressur-

es

"The low net cost record of Northwestern Mutual life insurance merits your
consideration. This unparalleled record is not just for one year, but
covers a period of more than half a century."

Before Signing Any Application, Call

DALE N. SHUTT
151

East Liberty Street
Phone 263-582- 6
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high costs.
"When a prospect asks 'How much will it cost?' the
question can often be evaded by saying, 'I can't tell
you until you tell me how long you are going to live.'
This changes the subject neatly and is quite proper at
a certain stage in the selling process.

on the square

STARTING FRIDAY

James W. Evans Jr., Kenneth Fischer,
Anne Foster, Frank Guthrie, Linda
Hager, David A. Harrison, Carolyn Hay,
Elaine Horton, Sarah Jane Hudelson.
Sara Irvin,

AND PICK UP ONE OF THE

The College Book Store

City Book Store

VOOSTER

ki

DO NOT PASS GO,
DO NOT COLLECT

TEMPERA COLORS

WOOSTER SWIMMING

John Rimmer, Claudia
Lisbeth Roman, Nora Spielmann, Rich- Moyer, Gerald Meyer, Margaret Micard Spierling, Gilbert Staffend, Mary hael, Marti Lee Miller, Kenneth M.
Stewart, Ceylon Strong, Ann Suter, Moffett,
Anne Taylor, John Veney,
Philip Muller. Thomas D. Nichols.
Claudia
Pask, William L. Pfautz, David
Robert Walcott, Jr., Susan Wilson,
George Walker, Gretchen Winkler, Ro- L. Khodv. David Sanderson. Edward
Sohl, Edwin C. Stern, Carolyn Sue Stull,
Receiving a total of $24,500 are bert Weaver, Jane Winkler, Phyllis
Shirley Wright, George Wynn,
Case Institute of Technology; Ohio
Cecile Terrien, Sandra
Thomas.
State; Wooster; Denison; Kenyon; Sharon Yoder.
Elaine Timme, Nancy Underwood, Diana
Vandersall, Maryanne Voight, Sandra
Marietta; Muskingum; Oberlin;
SOPHOMORES:
Kay Weaver, Martha Webb, John M.
Ohio.Wesleyan; Western Reserve;
Zimmerman,
Linda Zaleski.
Karen Angel, Elizabeth Bedient,
and Wittenberg.
WilRoberta Bentz, Rebecca Biefield,
Shell Foundation support will lam Bode, Richard Briggs, Elizabeth
go to 178 institutions throughout Byers, Donald Collins, Arlene Dingilian,
Connie Durfee,
Wit-kows-

.

TO THE

John W. McCreight, James A. Mc- Henry, Margaret Alice Mack, Mary
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The following students made the
9
Honor Roll. Those named
to the High Honor Roll, 3.54.0,
are on page 1.
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